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Abstract
Recent brain encoding studies highlight the potential for
natural language processing models to improve our un-
derstanding of language processing in the brain. Simul-
taneously, naturalistic fMRI datasets are becoming in-
creasingly available and present even further avenues for
understanding the alignment between brains and mod-
els. However, with the multitude of available models and
datasets, it can be difficult to know what aspects of the
models and datasets are important to consider. In this
work, we present a systematic study of the brain align-
ment across five naturalistic fMRI datasets, two stimulus
modalities (reading vs. listening), and different Trans-
former text and speech models. We find that all text-
based language models are significantly better at pre-
dicting brain responses than all speech models for both
modalities. Further, bidirectional language models better
predict fMRI responses and generalize across datasets
and modalities.

Keywords: Transformers, language models, speech models,
fMRI, reading, listening, encoding models

Introduction
The increasing availability of naturalistic fMRI datasets and
the use of large-scale neural models can enable a better un-
derstanding of the brain’s response to natural stimuli. Just
in the last few years, researchers have shown that brain re-
sponses of people comprehending language can be predicted
well by text-based language models (Wehbe et al., 2014;
Jain & Huth, 2018; Toneva & Wehbe, 2019; Caucheteux &
King, 2020; Schrimpf et al., 2021), as well as speech-based
models (Nishida et al., 2020; Millet et al., 2022; Vaidya,
Jain, & Huth, 2022; Tuckute, Feather, Boebinger, & McDer-
mott, 2022). However, with the multitude of available models
and datasets, it can be difficult to know what characteristics
of the models and datasets are important to account for. Is
the choice of stimulus modality (reading vs. listening) impor-
tant for the study of brain alignment? Are all naturalistic fMRI
datasets equally good for brain encoding? How does the type
of model (text vs. speech and encoder vs. decoder) affect the
resulting alignment?

In this work, we present a systematic study of the
brain alignment across five popular naturalistic stories fMRI
datasets (2-reading, 3-listening) and different natural lan-
guage processing models (text vs. speech, unidirectional
vs. bidirectional). We find that text-based pretrained lan-
guage models outperform speech models in predicting brain
responses elicited by stimuli in both modalities (i.e. reading
vs. listening). Furthermore, both language and speech mod-
els have similar brain prediction performance in the auditory
cortex, but language models outperform speech models in the
remaining language regions. Further, we find that the aver-
age estimated noise ceiling across participants during listen-
ing and reading for the same stimuli is similar, and the normal-
ized predictivity (i.e. the fraction of ceiling the neural model
can predict) is similar in the two modalities.
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Figure 1: The estimated noise ceiling was computed across
all subjects for each of the 5 naturalistic datasets. The aver-
age noise ceiling is shown across significantly predicted vox-
els (i.e. p-value < 0.05).

Table 1: Naturalistic Stories Datasets
Dataset Modality Subj 1-TR # TRs

Full-Moth-Radio-Hour Listening 8 2.0045s 9932
Subset-Moth-Radio-Hour Reading 6 2.0045s 4028
Subset-Moth-Radio-Hour Listening 6 2.0045s 4028

Narratives (21st -Year) Listening 18 1.5s 2250
Harry-Potter Reading 8 2s 1211

Table 2: Neural Pretrained Transformer Models
Model Name Pretraining Type Layers

BERT-base-uncased Text Encoder (Bidirectional) 12
GPT2-Small Text Decoder (Unidirectional) 12
BART-base Text Encoder-Decoder 12

FLAN-T5-base Text Encoder-Decoder 24
Wav2Vec2.0-base Speech Encoder 12

Whisper-small Speech Encoder-Decoder 24

Methodology
Datasets We use publicly available fMRI datasets which were
recorded while human subjects read (Harry-Potter (Wehbe
et al., 2014)), and listened to (Moth-Radio-Hour (LeBel et
al., 2022) and Narratives (Nastase et al., 2021)). We in-
clude one more dataset as a comparison, which contains fMRI
recordings elicited by reading and listening to the same stim-
uli (Deniz, Nunez-Elizalde, Huth, & Gallant, 2019). These
datasets are summarized in Table 1.
Stimulus Representations To simultaneously test both text
and speech representations and their alignment with brain
recordings, we use 6 popular pretrained Transformer models:
4 text-based language models (BERT (Devlin, Chang, Lee, &
Toutanova, 2019), GPT2 (Radford et al., 2019), BART (Lewis
et al., 2020), and FLAN-T5 (Chung et al., 2022)) and 2
speech models (Wav2Vec2.0 (Baevski, Zhou, Mohamed, &
Auli, 2020) and Whisper (Radford et al., 2022)). The details of
each model are reported in Table 2.
Encoding Model We trained ridge regression based en-
coding models to predict the fMRI brain activity associated
with the stimulus representations obtained from both text and
speech models. Each voxel value is predicted using a sep-
arate ridge regression model. Formally, at the time step (t),
we encode the stimuli as Xt ∈ RN×D and brain region voxels
Yt ∈RN×V , where N denotes the number of training examples,
D denotes the dimension of the concatenation of delayed 6
TRs, and V denotes the number of voxels.
Noise Ceiling To account for the intrinsic noise in biologi-
cal measurements and obtain a more accurate estimate of
the model’s performance, we estimate the noise ceiling in all
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Figure 2: Average normalized brain predictivity was computed over the average of subjects for each model, across layers (5
datasets, 3 language models, 2 modalities (reading and listening), and 2 speech models).
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Figure 3: Noise Ceiling performance for subject-2 in reading
(left) and listening (right). In reading, the voxels are distributed
in visual and language brain regions. In listening, the voxels
are distributed in auditory and language brain regions.

datasets (Schrimpf et al., 2020). This is achieved by estimat-
ing the amount of brain response in one subject that can be
predicted using only data from other subjects, using an en-
coding model. Results
Estimated Noise Ceiling Fig 1 displays the mean estimated
noise ceiling across voxels for different naturalistic datasets.
We observe that: (i) For the Subset-moth-radio-hour dataset
where subjects are reading and listening to the same stimu-
lus, the average estimated noise ceiling across voxels for the
two modalities is not significantly different. However, Fig 3
shows that even though there is no significant difference on
average across voxels, there are clearly regional differences.
This finding agrees with previous work (Deniz et al., 2019),
which found that the sensory regions process single modality
information related to low-level processing of speech (early
auditory areas) or reading words (early visual areas), and
that the higher-level semantic representations are more invari-
ant to the modality in high-level regions. (ii) For the listen-
ing datasets, the estimated noise ceiling is higher for Moth-
Radio-Hour compared to Narratives 21st -year. This difference
in noise ceiling may be due to several subjects who have lower
noise ceilings for the 21st -year dataset.
Text vs Speech model prediction performance for dif-
ferent modalities To investigate whether text and speech
Transformer models encode the brain activity in a modality-
independent way, we compared the brain alignment of text
and speech models during listening vs. reading. In Fig 2,
we report the brain alignment of each model normalized by
the noise ceiling for each dataset. We show the mean nor-
malized brain alignment across subjects, layers, and voxels.
We perform the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to test whether the
differences between text and speech models are statistically
significant. We found that all text models are statistically sig-
nificantly better at predicting brain responses than all speech
models in both modalities. Since we observed regional dif-
ferences between the noise ceilings in the reading and lis-

tening conditions, there may also be an effect of where text
and speech models predict brain activity best. Specifically, we
observe that speech and text-based language models have
similar normalized predictivity in the auditory cortex voxels.
On the other hand, text-based language models align signifi-
cantly better than speech models with the remaining language
regions. It is possible that language models are better able to
capture the complex and abstract linguistic structures that are
processed in these specialized regions, while speech models
may focus more on acoustic features of speech sounds that
are processed in the more general auditory cortex.
Bidirectional vs. Unidirectional model differences To de-
termine the performance differences between bidirectional
(encoder) and unidirectional models (decoder), we compared
the brain alignment across 5 different naturalistic datasets
covering two modalities (reading and listening), as shown in
Fig 2. We observe that BERT (bidirectional model) shows
higher normalized predictivity than GPT-2 (unidirectional lan-
guage model). We perform the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to
test for significant differences between the BERT and GPT-2
brain alignment across participants and find that BERT out-
performs GPT-2 in all datasets but Harry-potter, in which the
differences are not statistically significant. One previous study
that used different brain recordings (fMRI and ECoG) has
reported that GPT-2 achieved higher normalized predictivity
than BERT (Schrimpf et al., 2021). The discrepancy between
our findings may be due to the use of different fMRI recordings
and needs to be further investigated. Additionally, we find that
models with both bidirectional and unidirectional architectures
show lower normalized predictivity than only bidirectional or
unidirectional models.

Discussion and Conclusion
We present a systematic study of a number of characteris-
tics of natural language models and fMRI datasets that af-
fect brain alignment. We found that text models predict fMRI
recordings significantly better than speech models, irrespec-
tive of whether the fMRI recordings were recorded while sub-
jects were listening or reading. We further show that bidi-
rectional text-based language models yield higher normalized
brain predictivity and generalize across datasets and modal-
ities. We also find that the average estimated noise ceiling
across participants during listening and reading of the same
stimulus is similar on average across the brain, but shows re-
gional differences. Further research & analysis are necessary
to identify which brain regions are most important for different
aspects of speech and language processing and how different
neural models can capture the neural activity in these regions.
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